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Chromatin assembly in cellular extracts provides a very promising way to
mimic chromatin assembly in vivo. In recent single-molecule manipulation ex-
periments, DNA folding in Xenopus Laevis Egg Extract was found stepwise
and had a characteristic step size around 50 nm, which is in consistent with
the expectation that the folding is dominated by formation of nucleosomes.
However, imaging of chromatins assembled in extracts has not been systemi-
cally investigated; likely due to the difficulty in getting clean imaging resulted
from the complex components of the extracts. In this research, we developed
a method that enabled us to image the chromatins assembled in the extracts us-
ing atomic force microscope. Based on this method, we observed "bead-on-a-
string" structures. We studied the effects of ionic concentration and the effects
of dilution of extracts on the overall conformations of these structures. We also
investigated the hierarchical structures of high-order chromatin. The chromatin
shows several levels of folding structures with the typical widths of 15 nm,
25 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm and above. Due to the capability of controlling the con-
ditions of chromatin assembly, we believe this method has wide potential
applications in studies chromatins assembled in the extracts.
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The dynamics of chromatin provide the access to DNAwithin nucleosomes and
therefore, this process is critically involved into the regulation of chromatin
function. The questions, such as the range of opening of the nucleosome, and
the mechanism whereby the opening occurs and propagates, remain unknown.
Here we applied single molecule time lapse AFM imaging to directly visualize
the dynamics of nucleosomes and identify the mechanism of the large range
DNA exposure. With this technique, we are able to observe the process of un-
wrapping of nucleosomes. The unwrapping of nucleosomes proceeds from the
ends of the particles, allowing for the unwrapping of DNA regions as large as
dozens of base pairs. This process may lead to a complete unfolding of nucle-
osomes and dissociation of the histone core from the complex. The unwrapping
occurs in the absence of proteins involved in the chromatin remodeling that re-
quire ATP hydrolysis for their function. This suggests that the inherent dynam-
ics of nucleosomes can contribute to the chromatin unwrapping process. There
is an electrostatic interaction of DNA with positively charged histone core and
the AFM substrate; therefore a balance between these interactions is a driving
force for unwrapping. Transiently unwrapped DNA segments can be trapped by
electrostatic interactions with the surface increasing the probability for the next
unwrapping step. We speculate that interaction of chromatin with surfaces
within the cell including the surfaces of remodeling proteins involved into
the interaction with chromatin can contribute to the chromatin dynamics facil-
itating unwrapping of the chromatin. Therefore, APS-mica can play a role of
a model system for elucidating of the role of electrostatic interactions of chro-
matin with intracellular surfaces in regulation of the chromatin dynamics and
genes activity.
The work is supported by grants EPS-0701892, PHY-0615590 (both NSF) and
GM062235 (NIH).
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The fundamental unit of chromatin, the nucleosome, constitutes a barrier for
several processes including transcription, repair and replication. One of the
main tools that the cell uses to overcome this barrier is the recruitment of chro-
matin remodeling factors. The yeast RSC remodeling complex, a sophisticated
nanomachine belonging to the SWI/SNF family, is able both to alter the his-
tone-DNA interactions and to relocate nucleosomes. How RSC or the other
complexes from the SWI/SNF family act on polynucleosomal templates isnot fully understood and few quantitative data are available. Nevertheless,
such quantification is required for both the understanding of the mechanism
of action of RSC and the key role that it plays in the numerous vital processes
for the cell.
In order to gap this lack of quantitative information, we have used Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) to visualize directly and at the single molecule level,
the result of RSC action on oligo-nucleosomes. In parallel, we developed
numerical simulations of the RSC sliding action, which quantitatively repro-
duce our experimental data. We demonstrate that RSC acts as an isotropic,
processive and sequence-independent nucleosome randomizer. This multidisci-
plinary approach is very suitable to extend to other remodelers exhibiting dif-
ferent modes of action.
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DNA in eukaryotes is highly compacted. However, it is essential that proteins
can have controlled access to the DNA during a number of fundamental cellular
processes such as replication, transcription or repair. A large family of protein
complexes commonly referred to as Swi2/Snf2 complexes allows for the tran-
sient remodelling of the essential compaction unit, the nucleosome and thus
assures the access to, or repression of certain segments of DNA. In spite of
a large number of research efforts using bio-chemical, structural and theoretical
approaches the molecular mechanism of the ATP dependent nucleosome
remodelling is currently not well understood. We therefore performed single
molecule FRET experiments aimed to unravel details of the remodelling kinet-
ics and pathway.
We present remodelling data obtained by the remodelling complex ACF from
drosophila on mono-nucleosomal constructs that use the 601- localisation
sequence in combination with a biochemically well characterised linker
DNA. The remodelling data was obtained, both, on nucleosomes immobilised
onto surfaces of micro-fluidic chambers as well as from solution measure-
ments using pulsed interleaved excitation and multi-parameter fluorescence
detection.
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Eukaryotic cells face the daunting task of packaging meters of DNA into
micrometer-sized nuclei while retaining the accessibility of the genome to tran-
scriptional machinery. We use a combination of analytical theory and simula-
tions to address the question of how DNA elasticity determines the structure
and dynamics of chromatin fibers. Treating the DNA as a worm-like chain,
we study the size and fluctuations of extended nucleosome arrays in solution.
In addition, we investigate the role of local nucleosomal geometry in dictating
global chromatin structure. Specifically, we map out the elastically preferred
structures of compact chromatin fibers with different linker lengths and con-
sider the effect of nucleosomal modifications on these structures. We find
that the altered nucleosome geometry arising from introduction of histone
variants significantly affects the energetics of linker DNA in different compact
structures. Our model provides a set of verifiable predictions that allow for
direct connections with experimental data. The results highlight the key role
played by DNA elasticity and local geometry in tight hierarchical packaging
of the genome into chromatin.
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DNA and core histones form dense 30 nm chromatin fibers in vitro. The order
of nucleosome stacking drives the folding of 30 nm fibers and may control en-
zymatic accessibility of the linker DNA in vivo. The energy and dynamics of
nucleosome stacking are not well quantified. Here, we investigated nucleosome
stacking by pulling on reconstituted chromatin fibers with magnetic tweezers.
The force extension traces of fibers are well described as transition between
a Hookean spring representing the 30 nm fiber and a worm like chain represent-
ing a bead-on-a string conformation. The results show that nucleosome
Tuesday, February 23, 2010 475astacking is reversible and force dependent. We measure a stacking energy of
17kBT and an unstacking distance that indicates the full exposure of the linker
DNA. The time traces at constant force between 3.5 pN and 6.0 pN show that
multiple nucleosome unstacking and restacking events take place simulta-
neously and non-cooperatively. The salt dependence of unstacking suggests
competition between monovalent ions and divalent ions. These experiments
provide the first single molecule data on nucleosome stacking and define a
dynamic framework for chromatin organization in higher order structures.
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Cytosine methylation in CpG dinucleotides is an important epigenetic modifi-
cation in eukaryotes with roles in regulating a variety of genome transactions.
There have been many studies of DNA methyltransferases and methyl-CpG
binding proteins elucidating their roles in various genome activities. However,
less is known about howmethylated CpGs directly affect nucleosome structure.
We implemented a single molecule FRET coupled with anisotropy that can
simultaneously measure dynamic distance changes and flexibility of the two
ends of a nucleosomal DNA. Using the method, we monitored effects of
DNA methylation on the structure of mononucleosomes. In the absence of
methylation, most nucleosomes displayed two low FRET states (FRET effi-
ciency <0.5). When treated with a CpG methyltansferase, we observed
a >40-fold increase in the number of nucleosomes that made excursions to
a high FRET state (FRET efficiency >0.7). Moreover, based on the anisotropy
measurements, a stronger association between the DNA ends and the histone
octamer was observed from the nucleosomes in the high FRET state. The
increased FRET and anisotropy after DNA methylation strongly suggest a
more compact and rigid nucleosomal structure and provide a basic biophysical
understanding of how DNA methylation may contribute to the formation of a
repressive and transcriptionally inactive chromatin structure.
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CHD4 (chromodomain helicase DNA-binding protein 4) ATPase is a major
subunit of the repressive NuRD (nucleosome remodeling and deacetylase)
complex, which is involved in transcriptional regulation and development.
CHD4 contains two plant homeodomain (PHD) fingers of unknown function.
Here we show that the second PHD finger (PHD2) of CHD4 recognizes the
amino-terminus of histone H3 and that this interaction is facilitated by acetyla-
tion or methylation of Lys9 (H3K9ac and H3K9me, respectively) but is
inhibited by methylation of Lys4 (H3K4me) or acetylation of Ala1
(H3A1ac). An 18 mM binding affinity toward unmodified H3 rises to 0.6 mM
for H3K9ac and to 0.9 mM for H3K9me3, while dropping to 2.0 mM for
H3K4me3, as measured by tryptophan fluorescence and NMR. A peptide
library screen further shows that phosphorylation of Thr3, Thr6 or Ser10 abol-
ishes this interaction. A model of the PHD2-H3 complex, generated using
a combination of NMR, data-driven docking and mutagenesis data, reveals
an elongated site on the PHD2 surface where the H3 peptide is bound. Together
our findings suggest that the PHD2 finger plays a role in targeting of the CHD4/
NuRD complex to chromatin.
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In the cell nucleus, certain regions of the genome form a condensed fiber struc-
ture called heterochromatin, while the rest is more loosely packed into euchro-
matin. Heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) accumulates in the condensed hetero-
chromatin regions, binding to nucleosomes that are methylated at lysine-9 of
histone 3. We perform simulations on chromatin fibers to find their idealized
fiber structure for different linker lengths, incorporating the local geometry
of the nucleosomes. From these fiber structures, we look at optimal geometric
arrangements to maximize connectivity between HP1 binding sites on adjacent
fibers and study this connectivity in a three-dimensional lattice. Since HP1 is
known to dimerize and is purported to form a network structure with other fac-tors to stabilize the condensed state, we look at stability of HP1 binding to this
three-dimensional lattice. In particular, we address whether these HP1 interac-
tions and the connectivity are sufficient to generate a phase separation, whereby
the HP1 accumulates in the condensed heterochromatin but is removed from
binding in the euchromatin regions. We look at this phenomenon for different
chromatin fiber configurations to address the role of local nucleosome arrange-
ment on global chromatin condensation.
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We recently introduced VDNA(1), a plugin for VMD, that allows users to con-
struct arbitrarily complex models of double stranded DNA. VDNA is prein-
stalled in VMD 1.8.7 and has a number of predefined mathematical expressions
that allow for investigation of the complex relations between the DNA base pair
step parameters (Tilt, Roll, Twist, Shift, Slide, Rise) and spatial conformation.
VDNA is capable of producing static images, ensembles and trajectories. Using
VDNA we demonstrate some of the geometric relations between the DNA step
parameters and Cartesian coordinates that do not readily yield to intuition. We
also consider a number of biologically motivated models including: a model of
thermal fluctuations in linear DNA, comparison of a Torsion Helix and a Shear
Helix model of the nucleosome(2), and models for regular and irregularly
folded chromatin. Finally we demonstrate how VDNA can be used to convert
nucleosome footprints from a chromatin map into a three dimensional chroma-
tin fold. Such folding provides an immediate answer as to whether or not the
footprints yield a conformation that is sterically allowed or if extra-nucleoso-
mal proteins, non-canonical nucleosome conformations or thermal effects
should also be considered. The most up to date version of VDNA is available
from http://dna.ccs.tulane.edu/vdna.
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Nucleosomes form the basic unit of DNA compaction in eukaryotes. Not only
do they condense the DNA, nucleosomes also play a crucial role in gene reg-
ulation: they modulate access to nucleosomal DNA for DNA-processing
proteins. DNA within the nucleosome is made accessible via a combination
of conformational changes caused by spontaneous fluctuations (DNA breath-
ing), and by ATP-dependent remodeling enzymes. Both mechanisms are regu-
lated by specific post-translational modifications to the nucleosome histones.
Histone acetylation at H3K56, for example, has been shown to induce increased
gene expression in vivo.
To characterize the effects of specific histone modifications on conformational
dynamics of individual nucleosomes, we perform single-pair FRET (spFRET)
measurements. We reconstitute nucleosomes from DNA labeled with a FRET
pair and either modified or unmodified histones. The modified histones are ob-
tained using a novel genetic code expansion technique that allows for geneti-
cally defined incorporation of modified amino acids. By placing FRET labels
at different positions on the nucleosomal DNA, we show that transient DNA
unwrapping occurs progressively from both nucleosome ends for up to at least
40 basepairs.
We follow DNA breathing dynamics of individual nucleosomes by combining
spFRET and Alternating Laser Excitation (ALEX) with TIRF microscopy on
immobilized nucleosomes. Alternatively, we combine spFRET and ALEX
with gel electrophoresis and Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) to
diffusing nucleosomes. We show that a single acetylation at H3K56 increases
DNA breathing of the first ~20 basepairs at least 2-fold. Furthermore, the initial
state shifts to a more unwrapped conformation. Comparison with a simple
model that assumes unwrapping of the DNA in ten-basepair steps indicates
that acetylation at H3K56 causes the first DNA-histone contact point to break.
Using these techniques we aim to further quantify epigenetic changes in chro-
matin at the single-molecule level.
